








FIG 1: In series cooler conection

FIG 2: Conventional down flow and cross flow

APPLICATION

Average installation time is 30 mins.

This kit is suitable for most common makes and 
models. However, some transmission lines are not 
compatible with the quick fit kit. In these instances 
you should seek specialist cooling advice.
      

PACKING LIST 
           
4 X  Nylon rods and locking discs
4 X  Neoprene spacer pads
4 X  Hose clamps, in-tank outlet adapter and hose.

TOOLS REQUIRED

Screw driverScrew driver
Spanner 
Knife

IMPORTANT NOTES:

When fitted, hoses should be free from moving 
objects, hot areas, sharp edges, kinks and should 
have a minimum bend radius of 75mm.

TTransmission cooler should be mounted at least 
25mm from fans and 150mm from exhaust 
manifolds.

Do not over tighten hose clamps as over tightening 
may cause premature failure. 

AllAll connections and fittings should be tightened 
after “settling” and should  be checked periodically 
for leakage.

COOLER CONNECTION

To obtain maximum efficiency from the 
auxiliaryauxiliary transmission cooler, the cooler should be 
placed in series with the existing cooling system 
(FIG 1).

To use the PWR auxiliary transmission cooler in 
series it is important to ensure that the cooler is 
connectedconnected so that the transmission fluid passes 
from the cooler in the radiator to the PWR auxiliary 
cooler and then onto the transmission.

This will allow for the coolest fluid to pass to the 
transmission. Refer to FIG 2 to show the location 
of the in-tank cooler in conventional radiators
  

The auxiliary transmission cooler is an economical way to help protect the transmission from excessive
heat generated from: Towing – Boats, Caravans, Trailers Carrying loads, Climbing steep grades, Stop and go

traffic, Hot driving conditions and Driving in snow or sand.

Typical In-Tank Oil Cooler Positioning in Conventional
Down Flow and Cross Flow Radiators.

Indicates Intended Path For Hose Connection. 



Operate engine at fast idle for 2 minutes. Check 
hose and fittings for leakage. If leakage found stop 
engine and tighten hose clamps.

Both lines to the PWR cooler should be warm. If not 
warm, transmission fluid is not flowing through the 
cooler. Check for kinks in hoses or blockages.

Check transmission fluid as per owner’s manual.

AllAll connections and fittings should be tightened after 
“settling” and should be checked periodically for 
leakage – refer “Important Notes”.
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CHECK INSTALLATION:

FIG 5: Position of the PWR transmission cooler
neoprene spacer, radiator and tie rods.

Insert the 4 nylon rods through the locating holes on the 
cooler (and neoprene spacers) and through (a) the 
radiator, fig 3; or (b) the condenser and radiator, fig 4. 
Install locking disks onto the nylon rods. Push each disc 
up the nylon rods to tighten and cut off excess rod. 
Refer fig 5.

InstallInstall in-tank outlet adapter onto oil cooler outlet fitting 
on radiator tank.  

Cut hose to reach in-tank cooler outlet fitting or adapter. 
Fit hose clamp over the end of the cooler hose and 
place the hose up approx. 25mm on the in-tank cooler 
outlet fitting or adapter.  

Position hose clamps 6mm from end of hose and 
tighten hose clamps – Refer “important notes”.tighten hose clamps – Refer “important notes”.

Now position the PWR transmission cooler outlet hose 
to the disconnected transmission line. Cut away excess 
hose. Fit hose clamp over the cooler hose and place 
the hose up approx. 25mm on the disconnected lines 
flared end.  

Position hose clamps 6mm from end of hose and 
tighten hose clamps – Refer “Important Notes”.tighten hose clamps – Refer “Important Notes”.

CHECK THAT WHEN FITTED, THE HOSES ARE 
FREE FROM MOVING OBJECTS, HOT AREAS, 
SHARP EDGES, KINKS AND HAVE A MINIMUM 
BEND RADIUS OF 75mm – Refer “Important Notes”.  
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1. Place hose clamps on ends of hose and push 
    hose onto oil cooler fittings. Leave hose in a loop. 
    DO NOT CUT HOSE.

2. Position hose clamps 6mm from end of hose and
    tighten hose clamps – Refer “important notes”.

3. Position the 4 neoprene spacer pads behind the  
    locating holes with the adhesive side of the     locating holes with the adhesive side of the 
    neoprene sticking to the cooler.

4. Position the cooler as per fig. 3 or fig. 4 with the 
    neoprene spacers between the cooler and the 
    radiator or condenser.

COOLER INSTALLATION: - Vehicle with
rubber hose connections to transmission

FIG 4: Auxiliary cooler in front of condenser

FIG 3: Auxiliary cooler in front of radiator

Your PWR transmission cooler can be fitted with 
plate’s vertical or horizontal. The cooler should also 
be placed in front of the radiator (FIG 3), or in front 
of the condenser if one is fitted (FIG 4).

COOLER POSITION:

Start engine while cold
Operate engine at fast idle for 10 seconds. Keep 
the vehicle stationary.
Stop engine
Feel both lines; the coolest line is the fluid outlet 
line.

PROCEDURE TO DETERMINE IN-TANK
OUTLET LINE:


